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  I sorry this text does not match up with the words I said in 
the video. I lost that text. But this text is to help the people 
who can not hear my words. 
  I will do better as I release more videos. 

www.jesusprophesy.com  

  My name is michael eashoo, and I am a 61 year old virgin.    
And I am declaring our CREATOR MADE me see HIM 8 
times. 
  I have 2 revealings to explain to you. 
 
1st. I am revealing a repeatable path for males around the 
world to prove to themselves   A) our CREATOR EXISTS   
B) we have a soul.   C)  visit another dimension of space 
and time.  D) speak to the dead. 

2nd. I have been given the knowledge to reveal our 
CREATORS HIDDEN FORMATS IN THE BIBLE. 

  

     In this video I will explain How males from around the    
world who respect and honor our CREATOR will say our 
CREATOR MADE me see HIM.  

   This repeatable path will change the world as you know it 
today. 

                                                    
   This path is safe for any male 13 years old and up TO DO  
at least 3 times to have their self proof we have a soul.  
 

   A note to the taoists and buddhists – this path is 
repeatable.   AND YOU KNOW HOW IMPORTANT THAT 
IS. 

                                                      
  This “path” must have knowledge before anyone 
understands what they or you will experience.  
 

   The 1st word MALES need to know is the word Abyss. /// 
Our CREATOR’S WORDS define the word abyss. 
 

   Our CREATOR TELLS Cain,   Able is crying to HIM from 
the ABYSS.     ///   Thus the abyss WAS a place where 
souls goes after the body dies.  
   After Jesus ASCENDED to HEAVEN He now Judges the 
righteous to live in HEAVEN and the unrighteous into the 
abyss.   

http://www.jesusprophesy.com/
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   HEAVEN IS another dimension of time and space for our 
souls to exist.  ///// this has been known to you for you have 
heard of people having a near death experience.  
   and they tell us they hear voices talking to them from a 
WHITE LIGHT. 
   this is HEAVEN. 

 
 

    2nd MALES WILL LEARN This “path” will separate the 
soul from the body to experience the abyss.  
 

   The 3rd is a male needs to have A HARDON WHILE HE 
IS SLEEPING to REPEAT this path. 
   A male does not have a hardon for a few NIGHTS after he 
has released his seed.  
  If he waits a few days after a loss he will again have a 
hardon when he sleeps.  These NEXT FEW DAYS ARE the 
best days to follow this path. 

 

  A male needs to fall asleep at 9 pm then wakeup at 1 am. 
Then he is to lay on a couch on his back. With a pillow 
under his head and his knees bent and resting on the 
couch’s back. 

   Next he needs to place his finger tips on his maleness so 
just his finger tips move when his hardon begins. 

   when his fingers move from his hardon. he will from that 
moment remember 90% of everything that is going to 
happen until he wakes up.   
 

   #4 when he is falling back to sleep after 1 am. He is to be 
thinking about what he wants to do when he becomes 
aware he is in the abyss. 

   Example – if he wants to fly, he will to fly.  Create a car, 
boat, , animal or what ever. All he has to do is will it. The 
stronger he wills it will cause whatever to form before him. 

                                                 

  When I said fly. That is because he will find himself just floating 
in a deep empty darkness. 

  I have done this over 100 times.    the only thing that is out there 
is beings floating around in its emptiness. ///// our CREATOR 
SAYS THIS PLACE IS THE DARKEST OF PRISONS. 
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  The beings that exist there will come and talk with the males 
visiting, I just cant say it will happen on the 1st try. By the 3rd time 
I can say yes they will visit with you. 
  but if they met with you the 1st time you can stop. 
 

  #5 There is one WARNING you must give the males following 
this path.     do not attack the beings they meet.    Because they 
will hold their soul from returning to their body on earth.   
 
//////////////////// NOW this leads me to the males I said each nation 
is to find males who respect and honor our CREATOR.     ////     
Or any righteous male where ever they are can do the same.  

 
  now these males who live a righteous life before our 
CREATOR.    THEY ARE TO BEGIN BY DECLARING to 
those beings our CREATOR IS A BEING and they should 
respect their CREATOR. 
 
   THOSE BEINGS WILL NOT LIKE THAT AND BEGIN TO 
show them how they are gods by creating things before 
them by their will.   they don’t move their mouths and talk by 
thinking it to you. 

   As they do this night after night at some point one of 
those beings are going to attack them.    
 
   he will 1st notice he can not talk, ///// then he cannot move 
his soul  ////  then his body temperature will start dropping 
on earth.  

   Next he will start nodding off not able to keep his eyes 
open. (this nodding off is very much like when one is driving 
a long distance and one’s eyes want to close and you can 
not keep them open.)  
                                                

  at this point a male will not be returning to his body on 
earth OR our CREATOR IS GOING TO OPEN his eyes for 
him to see our CREATOR  //   then he will open his eyes 
and wake up on earth.    

   There are many other things that our CREATOR MIGHT 
DO to them as HE REDEEMS them from the abyss.    

   
   This is how our CREATOR MADE me see HIM  6 of the 8 
times.     
 
//// by the way, these men can also call out satan to fight 
him. ///// yes I know what satan likes like. 
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  Our CREATOR’S LIGHT can be described to people on 
earth as:  
1) Our CREATOR’S LIGHT IN DARKNESS. 
2) BRILLIANTPURITY IN DARKNESS.  
3) LAZAR WHITE LIGHT IN DARKNESS   
4) A PURE LIGHT CIRCLE IN DARKNESS. 

 

  When I read in the i ching. I noticed The taoists know HIS 
LIGHT        by noting HIS LIGHT as,    BRIGHT FLASH.      
 
  when they are meditating they see HIS LIGHT and then 
their eyes are opened in the 10 am hour.  
 
  what the taoist don’t know is our CREATOR’S Prophets – 
and males like me. We have stood before HIS LIGHT in 
visions at night. 

 
    I am declaring to everyone listening   many males from 
every nation will say “our CREATOR REDEEMED me from 
the abyss.”   
   science cannot help you. For good People have always 
believed they have a CREATOR because they trust HIS 
WITNESS of their witnessing HIM 

 
  let me tell you a little more about me. when I was 5 
years old I talked to our CREATOR and told HIM I would 
respect and honor HIM.   AND I also said I would always 
say the truth as HE GIVES to me.  
 
   then when I was 6 or 7 years old in a vision at night I 
stood before HIS LIGHT and I talked to our CREATOR. And 
HE GAVE me A vision for me.  HE DID NOT TALK  to me. 
 
   when I was 36 our CREATOR MADE me HIS WITNESS 
Jesus IS WITH HIM IN HEAVEN. 

 
   My 2nd video will be on the 1611 preface 
 


